Bootstrapping model of the origin of life.
The origin of life is analyzed in terms of the self-facilitating aspect of evolution. According to the self-facilitation (or bootstrap) principle the structure of biological systems becomes increasingly suited to effective evolutionary search through the process of evolution. The principle may be extended to primitive collections of polymers with catalytic properties. The origin of the code may be based on a form of bootstrapping evolution. Once a primitive code appeared it could become more sophisticated through a multi-coding mechanism together with classical Darwinian mechanisms. The bootstrapping principle is also formulated in terms of the fluctuation-instability framework of Prigogine, Nicolis, and Babloyantz. Primitive collections of polymers accumulate evolution-enhancing redundancies which tend to reduce the extent to which they change when destabilized by fluctuation, but which increase the chances that these changes will lead to new predominant regimes. We show that the bootstrapping of evolutionary amenability is accompanied by the accumulation of a thermodynamic load, that is, a free energy cost which reduces the mechanistic efficiency. The bootstrapping effect suggests that the origin of life is most fruitfully approached as a long process during which the capacity to evolve facilitates itself in a step by step fashion rather than as a series of low probability events.